
English 27/03/20
Spelling test and Diary Writing! 

Today, before you start your writing, practise your spellings 
x2

Length
Strength
Purpose
History 
Different 
Difficult 
Separate
Suppose
Therefore

Knowledge 



Spelling test

You will need an adult to help test you, at 
school we say the spelling, put it into a 
sentence and then say the spelling again when 
we test. 

e.g. “Length. The length of the table was 1m. 
Length”

Keep hold of your score to tell Miss Jackson 
when we’re back at school (or email her it). 



Next week spellings

Once you have finished your spelling test, practise next weeks spellings 
x 2

Interact

Interfere

Intercity

International

Intermediate

Internet

Intergalactic

Interrupt

Intervene

Interlude



Friday’s work. 
We are going to write what happened on Thursday. 

Discussion points

- What was the best thing that happened on 
Thursday?

- What has been the best parts of the week, what 
haven’t you enjoyed? 

- What are your wishes for the next few weeks? 

- Which family and friends are you going to check 
up on soon?

This is the last day of your ‘official’ diary writing, 
however it would be great as an additional English 

project to keep writing, but up to you! 



Here is my diary for Thursday
Dear Diary, 

We’re onto our 4th day of no school, it has been a good day but I felt really sad that we still don’t know
when we’re back. I spoke to Mum and Dad about it, they comforted me that we’re all in it together. We 
decided to think about the good things that have come from the school closure. My favourite things have 
been, spending more time with my family, walking the dog, playing games and helping around the 
house. 

Mum saw a lovely idea online on how to focus on all the fun things we could do once we can go back to 
normal. We’re going to make a wish jar, and everytime we want to do something we can’t, we write it 
down. Then, when we’re back to normal we can pull the wish from the jar and do it! I put in that I want 
to have a picnic in the park with Granny! 

We also created a new timetable, this time we put people on it! Everyday we’re going to call someone to 
check up on them, today it is my friend Hannah and tomorrow my friend Mark. It also gives us 
something to look forward to. I can’t wait to tell about all the things I’ve done whilst being at home and 
listening to everything they’ve been doing too! 

The best thing about today was doing PE, having eggs on toast for breakfast and creating our family 
tree. We went back all the way to 1918! It was so interesting to find out about wartime Britain. 

Night!



Your task and success criteria

Success Criteria (what you must
include)

❑Capital letters and full stops

❑Detail! (The date for example!)

❑Fronted adverbials (see next slide 
for examples) 

❑Correct spellings

❑Neat handwriting

❑4 paragraphs

Task

You need to write a diary entry about what you 
did on Thursday. 

- What was the best thing that happened on 
Thursday?

- What has been the best parts of the week, 
what haven’t you enjoyed? 

- What are your wishes for the next few weeks? 

- Which family and friends are you going to 
check up on soon?

Please include lots of detail!

If you finished, on your diary entry could you draw a 
picture of something that happened during the day?



Helpful tip: A comma goes after a fronted adverbial!



Info for parents/carers!

This week our focus is going to be on Fronted adverbials. Please 
encourage your children to include them. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/zp937p3

If your child needs an explanation, please watch the video on BBC 
Bitesize. 

Next week, the focus will change. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/zp937p3

